Record of Issue of License to Marry

District of Hawaii
County of Kauai

License Issued by Carlos A. Long Date of License May 9, 1927

Full Name of Male Antone F. Oliveira Age 24.5 yrs (2nd, 3rd Marriage)
Color or Race American-Portuguese Residence Makaweli, Kauai
Birthplace of Male Island of Kauai Length of Residence in Territory of Hawaii 45 yrs

Full Name of Father Manuel Oliveira Full Maiden Name of Mother Maria Pereira
Race Portuguese

Birthplace of Father Portugal Birthplace of Mother Portugal
Full Name of Female Rosal粑 Name Age 17 yrs (2nd, 3rd Marriage)
Color or Race American-Portuguese Residence Makaweli, Kauai
Full Name of Father Manuel Medeiros Victimo Full Maiden Name of Mother Maria Jancinho
Race Portuguese

Birthplace of Father Portugal Birthplace of Mother Portugal
Full Names of Witnesses to Ceremony
don R. Vigo, Mrs. Yamaco
Place of Marriage Waima District of Waima, Kauai
Ceremony to be Performed by Reverend J. L. Martin of Waima, Kauai

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages this 9th day of May, 1927

District of Waima County of Kauai

(Signed) Carlos A. Long Agent to Grant Marriage License
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The Dress of Furman of Mrs. Rose Ramirez was produced.